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Internal wave excitation by a vertically oscillating elliptical cylinder
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Laboratory experiments are performed to measure the amplitude of internal waves generated by an
elliptical cylinder oscillating vertically with different frequencies and amplitudes in a uniformly
stratified fluid. The experimental results are compared with the theoretical predictions of Hurley and
Keady~1997!. Though in qualitatively good agreement with experiments, the theory underestimates
the amplitude of low-frequency waves and overestimates the amplitude of high-frequency waves.
The measured beam width is underestimated by theory, which neglects the dynamics of viscous
boundary layers surrounding the cylinder. When the cylinder oscillates at a frequency less than half
the buoyancy frequency, experiments reveal that two sets of waves beams are generated. The
secondary set of waves have double the frequency of the primary waves and are excited due to
nonlinear processes. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1430438#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Internal waves propagate horizontally and vertica
through density stratified fluids. In the atmosphere and oc
the waves transport momentum and energy vertically
accelerate the flow at levels where they break.1–4 Despite
their non-negligible impact upon large-scale geophys
flows, the processes by which internal waves are genera
propagate, interact and break are not well understood bey
linear theory.

One of the most significant sources of internal waves
the atmosphere is topographic forcing:5 As wind blows over
a mountain range, the air is forced vertically and, under s
able conditions, may generate internal waves. Linear the
assumes the height of the hills is small compared with th
horizontal extent. Often free-slip boundary conditions are
sumed, meaning that boundary layers~whether turbulent or
laminar! are taken to be negligibly thin~e.g., see Gill,6 Sec.
6!.

If the heights of the hills are a significant fraction
their horizontal extent, linear theory breaks down for tw
reasons: The amplitude of the generated waves is not n
gibly small, and turbulence may cause boundary layers
thicken to non-negligible size.7

To examine the characteristics of strongly forced inter
waves and their interaction with boundary layers, we ha
performed laboratory experiments of the generation of wa
from a vertically oscillating elliptical cylinder in uniformly
density stratified fluid. Although the experiments mode
process quite different from that of uniform flow over topo
raphy, the experiments provide a useful starting point
analyzing interactions between internal waves and bound

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
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layers. The relative effect of boundary layers is modified
changing the aspect ratio of major and minor axes of
ellipse as well as the amplitude of oscillation. The results
compared with a recently developed theory that predicts
structure of small amplitude waves generated by an osci
ing ellipse in inviscid8 and viscous9 fluid with no-slip bound-
aries.

The experiments themselves are similar to the clas
oscillating circular cylinder experiments of Mowbray an
Rarity.10 In those experiments, a standard schlieren visual
tion system was used to measure the spatial extent and p
of the waves, but wave amplitudes could not be measu
We employ a new ‘‘synthetic schlieren’’ technique that no
intrusively measures the amplitude of internal waves eve
where in space and time.11 This technique has been used
measure the amplitude of waves generated from a circ
cylinder oscillating vertically12 and at an angle to the
vertical.13

In agreement with linear theory,10,14–16 the synthetic
schlieren circular cylinder experiments showed inter
waves emanate from the cylinder as four beams that for
‘‘St. Andrew’s Cross’’ pattern with the cylinder at the cent
of the cross. This pattern formed if the frequency of oscil
tion of the cylinder was less than the natural frequency
vertical oscillation of the fluid~the ‘‘buoyancy frequency’’!.
The measured amplitude of the waves agreed well with
viscous theory of Hurley and Keady.9 Nonetheless, some dis
crepancies were observed:12,13 The theory predicted the
waves should have attenuated over a longer distance
was in fact observed; the observed width of the wave be
was ;10% larger than predicted by theory; and the amp
tude of low-frequency waves was underpredicted. The rea
for the discrepancies was that the theory did not account
the development of a viscous boundary layer that surroun
the cylinder: The layer effectively increased the cylinder s
il:
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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and weakened the coupling of waves with the source.
By examining the dynamics of an oscillating elliptic

cylinder, the relative effects of horizontal and vertical sca
as well as amplitude can be examined. Furthermore, non
ear interactions between internal waves are more easily
lyzed. In the study of a vertically oscillating circula
cylinder,12 it was found that, contrary to theoretical predi
tions, the superposition of upward and downward propag
ing wave beams did not destructively cancel perfectly at th
midpoint. Instead the local wave field exhibited oscillato
motion at double the cylinder oscillation frequency. In e
periments where low-frequency waves were genera
waves with double the frequency of the cylinder were fou
to emanate from the source region forming a second St.
drew’s Cross pattern superimposed on the primary cros
was hypothesized that these secondary waves were cre
due to nonlinear interactions between the primary upw
and downward propagating waves. Experiments with ellip
cal cylinders give stronger signals from the secondary wa
and so provides the means to examine the nonlin
interaction hypothesis in quantitative detail.

In Sec. II, we summarize the development and result
the inviscid and viscous theories of wave generation by
oscillating elliptical cylinder. The experiments and the use
‘‘synthetic schlieren’’ to visualize waves and measure th
amplitudes is described in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we compa
theory with experiments. Specifically, we analyze the be
structure and amplitude as a function of the ellipticity, a
plitude, and oscillation frequency of the cylinder. We al
analyze the amplitude-dependence of the secondary w
beams with forcing amplitude. Results are summarized
Sec. V.

II. THEORY

Approximate theoretical solutions have been derived
inviscid8 and viscously attenuating9 internal waves generate
by oscillating elliptical cylinders. Summaries of relevant a
pects of the theory have been provided for the special cas
a vertically oscillating circular cylinder12 and of a circular
cylinder oscillating at an angle to the vertical.13

Below we review the theory as it is applied specifica
to the case of a vertically oscillating elliptical cylinder wit
its two axes, of half-lengtha andb, aligned in the horizonta
and vertical directions, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1~a!.
The notation we use is modified slightly from that origina
employed by Hurley and Keady.9

We assume the cylinder is oscillating in a uniform
stratified fluid with ~constant! buoyancy frequency,N. The
fluid is assumed to be Boussinesq, meaning that den
variations are negligible except for their effect upon buo
ancy forces. Practically, this reflects the fact that in exp
ments the total density of stratified saline water increases
less than 10 percent from the top to the bottom of the ta
Under this approximation,N252(g/r0)dr̄/dz, whereg is
the acceleration of gravity,r0 ~.1.0 g/cm3 for water! is a
characteristic value of density, andr̄(z) is the background
density as a function of height,z.
Downloaded 26 Sep 2005 to 128.54.61.182. Redistribution subject to AIP
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The amplitude of the cylinder~half the peak-to-peak ver
tical displacement! is denoted by A, and its~angular! fre-
quency is denoted byv. In all the experiments reported upo
here, we setv,N, corresponding to the circumstance
which waves propagate away from the cylinder.

Assuming the wave structure is uniform along the leng
of the cylinder and assuming the fluid is incompressible,
wave motion is described by the streamfunctionC(x,z,t)
5c(x,z)exp(2ıvt), in which c(x,z) is the streamfunction
amplitude. Oncec is determined, the horizontal (u) and ver-
tical (w) components of the velocity field are given by

u52
]c

]z
e2ıvt, w5

]c

]x
e2ıvt.

For small amplitude waves, the Navier–Stokes and c
tinuity equations may be simplified to give a single, fourt
order partial differential equation inc:

N2
]2c

]x2 2v2¹2c1ıvn¹4c50, ~1!

in which n ~.0.01 cm2/s for water! is the kinematic viscos-
ity.

If viscosity is neglected~i.e., n50! and assumingv
,N, the equation is simplified through a transformatio
which amounts to re-writing the equations in a co-ordin
system with one axis,r , directed along the right and upwar
propagating beam and the other axis,s, perpendicular to it,
as shown in Fig. 1~b!. Explicitly

s52x cosQ1z sinQ, r 5x sinQ1z cosQ.

FIG. 1. ~a! Geometry of the ellipse and the wave beams it generates.~b!
Coordinate system used to model the right- and upward-propagating b
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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HereQ5cos21(v/N) is the angle between thez- andr -axes
~i.e., between the vertical axis and the wave beam!. The so-
lution of the resulting equation for the right and upwa
propagating wave beam is8

c~r ,s!5
ca

2s/c1~s2/c221!(1/2) . ~2!

The structure of the other four beams may be found from~2!
by symmetry. The result~2! involves the geometric constan
c, defined by

c25a2 cos2 Q1b2 sin2 Q, ~3!

and the amplitude-dependent constant

a5
1

2
AN

a2

c2 Fb

a
sinQ2ı cosQGcosQ. ~4!

Analysis of ~2! reveals four qualitative features that a
relevant here. First, the amplitude of the beam is constan
the along-beam direction. Variations along the beam oc
only because of the superposition of the other two beams
cross it near the source. Second, the width of the wave b
is determined byc. For an elliptical cylinder, this is a func
tion of the beam angleQ. Indeed, a simple geometrica
analysis shows8 that 2c is the distance between the two pa
allel lines that are tangent to the ellipse and form an anglQ
to the vertical, as illustrated in Fig. 1~a!. Third, there is a
discontinuous phase change in the wave abouts56c.
Fourth, the along-beam velocity is infinite along the lin
wheres5c.

The last two unphysical results are remedied by incl
ing the effects of viscosity. An explicit solution of~1! in
(r ,s) co-ordinates is found by assuming that across-be
variations are more significant than along-beam variati
~the boundary-layer approximation14!. Thus, second- and
fourth-order derivatives with respect tor are neglected and
the equation becomes

2
]2c

]s]r
1

ın

2v tanQ

]4c

]s4 50. ~5!

Enforcing no-slip boundary conditions on the cylinder s
face, the solution to~5!, for r .0, is9

c52ıacE
0

` J1~k!

k
expS 2k3l

r

c
2ık

s

c D dk, ~6!

in which

l5
n

2c2N sinQ
, ~7!

andJ1 is the first-order Bessel function of the first kind.
The result is used to find the amplitude of the vertic

displacement fieldj(x,z) given by

j5~ ı/v!
]c~x,z!

]x
.~2ı/v!cosQ

]c~r ,s!

]s
,

where the boundary layer approximation has been used.
Figure 2 shows the predicted structure of up and rig

ward propagating waves generated by an oscillating ellipt
cylinder. The calculated vertical displacement field is n
Downloaded 26 Sep 2005 to 128.54.61.182. Redistribution subject to AIP
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malized by the vertical displacementA of the cylinder. The
plots of amplitude at different phases,f, of oscillation are
shown in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. As expected for waves with
upward group velocity, the phase lines move downward~to
decreasings! asf increases. The amplitude of the envelo
near the cylinder exhibits two peaks nears56c. Further
from the cylinder, these peaks merge as the wave be
spreads due to viscosity. Atr 520 cm, the peak amplitude
occurs along the centerline of the beam~wheres50!.

The continuous change from the near-cylinder to f
cylinder structure is shown in Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!, which
illustrate the normalized amplitude of the wave beam us
the gray-scale shown. Both diagrams show rapidly decre
ing wave amplitudes near the cylinder abouts56c. Farther
from the cylinder the beam widens and the centerline am
tude decreases at a significantly slower rate.

For comparison with experiments, we find the amplitu
of the time derivative of the perturbation squared buoyan
frequency:N2

t(x,z). Explicitly, using linear theory

N2
t52ıvS 2

g

r0

]r

]zD.N2 cosQ sinQ
]2c~r ,s!

]s2 .

Hence

FIG. 2. Theoretical values ofj(r ,s)/A evaluated at along-beam distance
~a! r 53 cm and~b! 20 cm for a cylinder withm53 oscillating with relative
frequencyv/N50.54. The plots show both the envelope~thick solid lines!
and the instantaneous amplitude of the waves at phasef50 ~thin solid
line!, f5p/4 ~dotted line!, f5p/2 ~short-dashed line!, f53p/4 ~long-
dashed line!. The thin vertical lines in both plots illustrates the valuess
56c. Contours ofj/A at phasef50 are shown in~c!, and ~d! shows
contours of the envelope ofj/A.
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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N2
t5N2 cosQ sinQS ıa

c D E
0

`

kJ1~k!

3expS 2k3l
r

c
2ık

s

c D dk. ~8!

For fixed values ofr , this integral is solved using a fas
Fourier transform algorithm.17

In particular, along the centerline of the beam the m
nitude of theN2

t field is given by

N2
tus505AN2

t
E

0

`

J1~k!k exp~2k3lr /c!dk, ~9!

where

AN2
t
5N3 cos2 Q sinQS a

2c2DA, ~10!

is a characteristic measure of the wave beam’s amplitude
s50 andr .0.

Figure 3 shows howAN2
t

depends upon the frequenc
and eccentricity of the cylinder. The diagram shows conto

FIG. 3. The normalized amplitudeAN2
t
/N3(A/(a1b)/2)21 for different Q

andm5a/b. Contours are shown by intervals of 0.05, as indicated.
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of the right-hand side of~10! after it is divided by the nor-
malizing factorsN3 and the relative vertical displaceme
A/@(a1b)/2#. The frequency is given implicitly as a func
tion of Q5cos21(v/N), and the eccentricity is given in term
of m5a/b. For fixed amplitudeA and fixed (a1b)/2, the
amplitude of the wave beam is larger if the cylinder is mo
eccentric. Form fixed, the peak amplitude occurs for value
of Q between 0° and 90°, and this critical value ofQ in-
creases asm increases. This plot demonstrates why we o
serve a stronger signal from waves generated by oscilla
elliptical cylinders withm.1.

The theoretical envelopes of theN2
t field in six cases are

shown in Fig. 4. The diagrams show the superposition of
upward and downward propagating beams to the right of
cylinder. Note that the beams interfere destructively az
50, so the amplitude of the superimposed beams is z
along thex axis.

The approximations leading to~5! are applicable for de-
scribing internal waves far from the source. Near the sou
however, the amplitude of the internal waves is sufficien
large that linear theory does not necessarily apply. Even
cluding viscous effects, the theory predicts unphysica
large velocities close to the source, specifically forusu.c
and r !c/(l(2p)3). For experiments discussed here, th
occurs ifr !0.5c, which is sufficiently large compared with
the cylinder size that we expect the theory does not ac
rately model the coupling between waves and the cylind

In reality, a viscous boundary layer encompasses the
inder as it oscillates and the approximation]/]r !]/]s
breaks down for smallr . For small-amplitude oscillations
(A!c) and neglecting the effects of density variations acr
the diameter of the cylinder, it can be shown that the bou
ary thickness is18

d.A2n/v, ~11!

which is independent of the amplitude and size of the cy
der. For experiments discussed here, 0.1 s21&v&0.6 s21,
n

FIG. 4. Theoretical values of̂N2
t&/AN2

t
evaluated for

waves generated by an elliptical cylinder with~a! m
51, ~b! 2, and~c! 3, and oscillating with relative fre-
quencyv/N50.26. The corresponding fields are show
in ~d!–~f! for the cylinder oscillating with relative fre-
quencyv/N50.55.
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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and hence 0.4 cm*d*0.2 cm. Thus we expect the boun
ary layer to be a significant fraction of the cylinder size~see
Sec. III! and as large as the amplitude of oscillation itself

III. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The experiments are performed in the test section o
long ~over 200 cm! Perspex tank with widthLt520.0 cm
and height 50 cm. One of three 19.8 cm long cylinders
suspended in the tank with its axis spanning the tank wid
The cross-section of each cylinder is elliptical with ma
and minor axes aligned in the horizontal and vertical dir
tions, respectively. The eccentricity is characterized by
ratio m5a/b. If a>b, the eccentricity itself ise5(1
2m22)(1/2). Explicitly, the dimensions of the ellipses area
5b51.67 cm ~m51, e50: a circular cylinder!; a
52.19 cm and b51.12 cm ~m.2, e50.86!; and a
52.52 cm andb50.86 cm ~m.3, e50.94!. In all three
cases, the cylinder size is set so that the average (a1b)/2 is
approximately the same. The cylinders are composed of P
and the circular cylinder is hollow with removable en
which allow it to be filled partially with water in order to
reduce its effective weight when suspended underwater.

Each cylinder is suspended from its center by a long t
metal rod, the other end of which is attached along a si
soidally oscillating arm. To ensure purely vertical motio
the top of the rod is hinged and the rod itself is confined
pass between two guides, as shown in Fig. 5~a!.

When attached at a position 45 cm along the arm~near
its end! the cylinder undergoes a peak to peak displacem
of 2A50.64 cm. The resulting flow surrounding the cyli
ders is laminar for all circumstances examined, although
fluid on either side of the cylinder withm53 is on the verge
of overturning when it oscillates at large amplitude.

The tank is filled with an approximately uniform strat
fied salt solution using a ‘‘double bucket’’ system.19 In all

FIG. 5. ~a! Front view of experimental set-up showing the oscillating c
inder mechanism.~b! Cross-sectional side view of the tank showing set-
for visualization of internal waves by synthetic schlieren.
Downloaded 26 Sep 2005 to 128.54.61.182. Redistribution subject to AIP
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cases the buoyancy frequency is set withN.0.97
60.05 s21 over 32 cm depth. Each cylinder is suspend
with its center 11.9 cm above the bottom of the tank.
angled barrier spanning the width of the tank is position
sufficiently close to it to block upward propagating wav
that reflect from the bottom. The barrier is not so close tha
interferes with the waves generated near the cylinder.

A synthetic schlieren system12 is used to visualize the
internal waves. This technique is preferred over oth
schlieren and interferometric methods11,20because of its abil-
ity to measure very small wave amplitudes nonintrusively.
the set-up employed here, a translucent screen of ev
spaced 2 mm thick horizontal black lines is positionedLs

534.2 cm behind the tank and is illuminated by fluoresc
bulbs, as shown in Fig. 5~b!.

A CCD camera is positionedLc5350 cm from the front
of the tank centered so that the elliptical cylinder is near
bottom left-hand side of the image and the screen of h
zontal lines entirely fills the field of view. The signal from
the camera is fed to a computer running the software pack
DIGIMAGE,21 which digitizes, enhances and manipulates
images.

Synthetic schlieren, as with classical schlieren metho
works by monitoring how light is deflected as it pass
through a stratified medium. If the fluid is strongly stratifie
the light is deflected more than if it weakly stratified. B
cause internal waves stretch and compress constant de
surfaces they locally change the stratification and, hence
degree to which light is deflected. Synthetic schlieren th
measures the amplitude of the internal waves by measu
the distortion of the image of horizontal lines.

Synthetic schlieren directly measures changes in
density gradient, from which vertical displacement and v
locity fields can be deduced. IfDz is the vertical displace-
ment from its initial position of a point on the image o
horizontal lines, then with our experimental set-up the cor
sponding local change in the buoyancy frequency is

DN2.2~4.7 s22 cm21!Dz. ~12!

The constant on the right-hand side is determined fromLt

and Ls as well as physical constants including gravity, t
indices of refraction of air and water, and the rate of chan
of index of refraction with salinity@see Sutherlandet al.,12

Eq. ~2.11!#.
Under ideal conditions, deflections as small as 0.001

can be detected so that changes ofDN2*0.005N2 can be
measured. In practice, thermal variations in the laborat
and electronic noise make it necessary to filter and enha
the image.

A second directly measurable dynamical field is the tim
derivative of theDN2 field, N2

t . This is measured by deter
mining the displacementDz of the corresponding pixels in
two images taken a short timeDt apart during an experi-
ment. TheN2

t field is found by calculatingDN2 in ~12! and
dividing the result byDt. Typically, we useDt.0.2 s, a
small fraction of the wave period.

An example of the use of synthetic schlieren is shown
Fig. 6. The unenhanced image taken by the CCD camer
shown in Fig. 6~a!. This shows the side view of the elliptica
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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cylinder ~with m53! centered at the origin. The vertica
black line above the cylinder is the thin rod from which t
cylinder is suspended. The end of the reflecting barrier 10
to the right of the cylinder can be seen. The image of lin
behind the tank dominates the field of view. This image
taken during the course of an experiment in which the c
inder has been oscillating for many periods. As predict
internal waves emanate from the cylinder along four bea
Indeed, close to the cylinder, distortions in the backgrou
image can be seen with the naked eye. Computer enha
ment helps visualize the distortions further from the cylind
and measurements of theDN2 andN2

t fields can be made, a
shown in Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!, respectively.

Both fields show the up- and rightward-propagati
wave beam. Consistent with linear theory,13 the N2

t field is
90° out of phase with theDN2 field.

The DN2 field generally gives a stronger signal. How
ever, it is contaminated by slowly evolving density variatio
in the tank evident as the horizontal gray bands nearz50 in

FIG. 6. ~a! Snapshot of an elliptical cylinder withm53 and the illuminated
screen of horizontal lines behind the tank. The cylinder oscillates with r
tive frequencyv/N50.54, and the image is taken as it moves downw
through the origin. The~b! DN2 and ~c! N2

t fields computed from the
measured distortion of the image of lines due to internal waves.
Downloaded 26 Sep 2005 to 128.54.61.182. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Fig. 6~b!. This occurs due to diffusive mixing which is in
evitable in a stratified fluid near the sloping boundaries of
cylinder.22,23 The signal from theDN2 field is further con-
taminated by the slowly evolving temperature variations
the laboratory.

For this reason, theN2
t field is analyzed in detail here

Taking the time-derivative of theDN2 field effectively filters
slowly evolving processes. This analysis is described in
next section.

IV. RESULTS

Theory agrees qualitatively with the experimental resu
shown in plots like those in Figs. 6~b! and 6~c!. Four wave
beams emanate from the oscillating cylinder each oriente
a fixed angle from the vertical. Energy is transported radia
along the beams while phase lines propagate across
beams. In particular, for the right- and upward-propagat
wave beam, the phase lines move downward over time.

Using synthetic schlieren, the amplitude of the wav
may also be compared directly with theoretical prediction

A. Time-series analysis

The temporal behavior of the wave beams is analy
using time series images of the experiments. For exam
Fig. 7 shows two time series determined from an experim
in which a cylinder withm52 oscillates at frequencyv
50.25 s21 ~period T525.1 s!. In both the cylinder starts
oscillating at timet50. Figure 7~a! shows the evolution ove
99.6 seconds of theN2

t field along a vertical cross sectio
taken 2.5 cm to the right of the cylinder. At this proximit
the upward- and downward-propagating wave beams o
lap. The field varies periodically with dominant period equ

-

FIG. 7. Time series,N2
t(z,t;x0)/AN2

t
, for an elliptical cylinder withm

52, oscillating with relative frequencyv/N50.25 and amplitudeA
50.32 cm. The time series are taken at horizontal positions~a! x52.5 cm
(2.1c) and ~b! 12.5 cm (10.3c) from the center of the cylinder. Time is
normalized by the forcing periodT52p/v.
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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to that of the oscillating cylinder. However, whereas theo
predicts perfect destructive interference between the
wave beams, the experiment shows thatN2

t is not exactly
zero wherez50. Instead the field varies between positi
and negative values with frequency double that of the cy
der’s oscillation.

Figure 7~b! shows the evolution of theN2
t field along a

vertical cross section taken 12.5 cm to the right of the cy
der. The field grows to non-negligible values a short tim
after the cylinder begins to oscillate, consistent with the ti
for energy to propagate at the horizontal group velocity fr
the cylinder to this position. Afterwards the field evolves
steady state, oscillating between positive and negative
ues. At this distance from the cylinder, the upward propag
ing beam does not interfere significantly with the downwa
propagating beam. The peak amplitudes occur for 1&z&5,
consistent with the range expected for the upward propa
ing beam. For 5&z&12, theN2

t field oscillates with double
the frequency of oscillation of the cylinder. In Fig. 7~a! ~at
x52.5!, the frequency-doubled signal is apparent for 3&z
&5. In Sec. IV D it will be shown that this results from
secondary wave beam generated as a result of wave–w
interactions in the overlap region.

To compare theN2
t field directly with theory, time-

averaged signals are constructed from time series, suc
those shown in Fig. 7. Specifically, time series of theN2

t

field are taken simultaneously over an integer number
oscillation periods. There are 24 time series in all taken
horizontal positionsx50.5, 1.5, ..., 23.5 cm, with respect t
the cylinder which is centered at the origin (x50). The
phase and amplitude of the oscillating cylinder itself is d
termined from the time series atx50.5 cm. Fourier analysis
of the vertical position of the cylinder confirms that the m
tion is purely sinusoidal. The root-mean-square averag
computed from theN2

t field of each time series, and th
result is multiplied by 21/2. Finally, the envelope of theN2

t

field along the length of the wave beam is reconstructed
splicing together the 24 profiles of theN2

t root-mean-square
amplitude. This averaging procedure helps reduce rand
signal noise while enhancing the persistent signal from
steadily oscillating wave beam.

Figure 8 shows the envelopes of theN2
t field determined

from experiments of a cylinder withm53 oscillating with
four different frequencies. The field is normalized byAN2

t
,

given by ~10!. At low forcing frequencies@e.g., Fig. 8~a!#,
the upward-propagating beam is close to the horizontal
overlaps with the downward propagating beam over a lo
distance. At faster frequencies@e.g., Fig. 8~d!#, the upward-
propagating beam is more vertical.

In all four experiments the angle to the vertical of t
wave beam is close toQ5cos21(v/N), as predicted by
theory. This is illustrated by the plots ofz5x cot(Q) super-
imposed on theN2

t field in each diagram of Fig. 8. Th
diagonal lines follow the centerline of the beam in each ca

B. Along-beam amplitude

Consistent with theory, the amplitude of the wave be
is larger if the forcing frequency is faster. However, where
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near the cylinder the theoretical amplitude envelopes, suc
those shown in Fig. 4, are predicted to be largest on ei
flank of the beam’s centerline, the experiment shows that
amplitude of the wave beams is in fact largest along
centerline only a short distance from the cylinder~e.g., see
Fig. 8!.

Figure 9 compares the amplitude of the normalizedN2
t

field along the centerline of the beam determined from fo
experiments. Figure 9~a! shows the amplitude functions
which are determined from cross sections of theN2

t field
along the solid lines shown in each of the four fields sho
in Fig. 8. The plots are shown for 3<r<24 cm. The peaks
for small r ~i.e., 3&r &10!, occur in part due to the supe
position of upward and downward propagating waves. F
largerr the curves are representative of the centerline am
tude of a single beam.

The rescaled plots are shown in Fig. 9~b!. To account for
viscous attenuation, the along-beam distance,r , is thus res-
caled byl/c wherec andl are given by~3! and~7!, respec-
tively. Theory predicts that under this rescaling the five e
perimentally determined curves should collapse onto
theoretical curve~solid line!, which is given by the integra
in ~9!. When plotted on log–log axes, the curves for lar
v/N are close to the theoretical prediction. However, t
theory significantly underpredicts the amplitude of wav
generated with low-frequency forcing.

The curves appear to exhibit power law scaling ford
5lr /c*0.05. The best fit line to ln(N2

tus50) versus ln(d) for

FIG. 8. Contours of̂ N2
t&/AN2

t
determined from four experiments of a

elliptical cylinder withm53, oscillating with amplitudeA50.32 cm at rela-
tive frequencies~a! v/N50.15, ~b! 0.26,~c! 0.35, and~d! 0.44. The corre-
sponding values ofQ5cos21(v/N) are indicated. Superimposed are plots
z5x cotQ ~diagonal solid lines!.
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7<r<24 cm has been determined for the slow frequen
oscillation experiment withv/N50.15. This ~light solid!
line is shown vertically offset from the corresponding ra
data~dotted line! in Fig. 9~b!. Its slope is20.6960.04.

As shown in the Appendix, theory predicts that
d→`, N2

tus50}d21. This exponenent is less than the me
sured slope and is an indication that the experimentally g
erated wave beam in the field of view is not yet in t
asymptotic regime whered@1.

C. Across-beam amplitude and structure

The experimentally measured across-beam amplitud
compared with theory in Fig. 10. The theoretical amplitud
envelope of the beam far from the cylinder moderately ov
predicts the observed amplitude.

The beam width,s, is measured by the standard dev
tion of the amplitude-envelope. The experimentally det
mined width as a function of along-beam distancer is com-
pared with theory in Fig. 10~b!. The graph shows that th
theoretical beam width consistently underestimates the
served width even quite far from the cylinder. Where
theory predicts an increase in the beam width withr , this
behavior is not as evident in the experimental data over
range ofr shown.

In experiments with low-frequency waves, the discre

FIG. 9. ~a! Normalized amplitudêN2
t&/AN2

t
versus radial distancer from

the center of an oscillating elliptical cylinder withm53, oscillating with
amplitudeA50.32 cm at relative frequenciesv/N50.15~dotted line!, 0.26
~short-dashed line!, 0.35 ~long-dashed line!, 0.44 ~short-dash–dotted line!,
and 0.53~long-dash–dotted line!. In ~b! the respective data are shown on
log–log plot withr scaled byl/c. The thin solid curve shows the predicte
amplitude. The diagonal solid line is the~vertically offset! best fit line to the
experimental data withv/N50.15 ~dotted line!.
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ancy is attributed, in part, to the presence of a superimpo
secondary set of wave beams with double the frequenc
the primary waves. The superimposed waves effectiv
broaden the width of the upper flank of the primary wa

FIG. 10. Comparison between theory~solid line! and experiment~dashed
line! of ~a! across-beam amplitude atr 520 cm as a function ofs, and~b!
beam width as a function of along-beam distancer , for a cylinder withm
52 oscillating with relative frequencyv/N50.55 and amplitudeA
50.32 cm.

FIG. 11. ~a! Relative differenceDs/c between experimental and theoretic
beam widths as a function ofQ5cos21(v/N) and cylinder eccentricity cor-
responding tom51 ~solid square!, m52 ~open square!, andm53 ~cross!.
Errors inDs/c are60.1. For the same experiments,~b! plots theDs versus
the predicted boundary layer thickness,d. The amplitude of oscillation is
A50.32 cm in all cases.
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beam. However, in experiments with high-frequency wa
~as Fig. 10!, no secondary wave beams occur and, none
less, the beam width is underpredicted.

Figure 11 further quantifies the dependence of be
width upon experimental parameters. Figure 11~a! plots the
normalized difference in beam width,Ds/c, versusQ, where
Ds is the average difference between the experimental
theoretical beam width~the standard deviations! measured
for 18<r<20 cm. The vertical error bars associated w
each point extend between610% of Ds/c. In all experi-
ments, the discrepancy increases with increasingQ and
hence with decreasingv5N cosQ. In the caseQ.75°, the
discrepancy is attributed, in part, to the superposition of
secondary wave beams. Because the signal from the sec
ary wave beams is strongest in experiments with more
centric cylinders, the discrepancy increases asm increases.

In experiments with higher-frequency waves, the amp
tude of the secondary waves, if they occur at all, is negligi
small near the primary beam for 18<r<20 cm @e.g., see
Figs. 8~c! and 8~d!#. Thus, other dynamics are responsible
the discrepancy. Indeed, it seems reasonable to attribute
discrepancy to viscous boundary layers, which are negle
in theory.

To examine this hypothesis, the rescaled data are plo
in Fig. 11~b!, which shows values ofDs versus the predicted
boundary layer widthd given by ~11!. The plot shows an
approximately linear relationship betweenDs andd. Indeed,
for the experiment withm51, the best fit line through the
data ~plotted by the four solid squares! gives Ds.3.85
(60.03)d20.5(60.1).

The line’s intercept is sufficiently different than zer
that the anticipated dependenceDs}d is brought into ques-
tion. Indeed, the best fit line through a plot of log(Ds) versus
log(v) givesDs}v21.1(60.2).

Why the exponent differs significantly from21/2 is un-
clear, though not unexpected. The scaling theory assu
tions leading to ~11! are valid only in the limit
uuI •¹uI u/u]uI /]tu;O(A/R)!1. However, the oscillation am
plitude A50.32 is as large as 20% of the characteristic c
inder size,R5(a1b)/2. Indeed, if the amplitudeA50.32, it
is comparable with the boundary layer thicknessd.

D. Frequency-doubled waves

In experiments with a slowly oscillating cylinder, in ad
dition to the dominant pattern of four wave beams, a sec
set of four wave beams are also observed. Time series o
waves, such as those shown in Fig. 7 reveal that the sec
ary waves have double the frequency of the primary wav
and hence double the frequency of oscillation of the cylin
itself.

The waves are generated due to nonlinear effects
demonstrated by Fig. 12. This shows the envelope of
right- and upward-propagating wave beams in four exp
ments of a cylinder withm52 oscillating at different ampli-
tudes but with the same frequency. Each diagram shows
N2

t field normalized by the amplitudeAN2
t
, which is propor-

tional to the amplitude,A, of oscillation of the cylinder.
Superimposed on all four diagrams is a solid line wh
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forms an angleQ to the vertical, whereQ5cos21(v/N)
.76°. The line passes along the center of the primary w
beams in all four experiments. Also superimposed on e
diagram of Fig. 12 is a dashed line which forms an angleQ2

to the vertical, whereQ25cos21(2v/N).60°. This line
passes through the center of the secondary wave beam,
sistent with the observation that the beam is composed
waves with double the cylinder oscillation frequency.

In all four experiments, the primary wave beam has a
proximately the same structure and normalized amplitu
However, the amplitude of the secondary wave beam is
dently not proportional toA, but increases faster thanA.
This nonlinear amplitude dependence is examined in m
detail in Fig. 13, which shows the amplitude of theN2

t field
along the centerline of the primary and secondary wa
beams in the four experiments shown in Fig. 12, as well a
fifth corresponding experiment in which the amplitude
oscillation of the cylinder isA50.32 cm.

The results from the five experiments are shown coll
tively in Fig. 13. The five curves with larger amplitudes a
taken along the center of the primary wave beam~e.g., the
solid lines in Fig. 12!. These amplitude-dependent function
after normalization byAN2

t
, collapse approximately onto

single curve.
The five curves with smaller amplitudes in Fig. 13~a! are

taken along the center of the secondary wave beam~e.g.,
along the dashed lines in Fig. 12!. Although similar in form,
the curves corresponding to experiments with smaller fo

FIG. 12. Contours of the normalized envelope of theN2
t field for four

experiments of an elliptical cylinder withm.2, oscillating at relative fre-
quencyv/N.0.25 with amplitude~a! A50.18, ~b! 0.21, ~c! 0.25, and~d!
0.28 cm.
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ing, generally have smaller amplitude, even after normal
tion by AN2

t
.

To examine the dependence of secondary wave am
tudes upon forcing amplitude, the average value ofN2

t is
computed for 20<r<25 cm for each of the five seconda
wave beam amplitudes. The resulting five points are plo
versusAN2

t
on a log–log graph in Fig. 13~b!. The error bars

indicate the standard deviation of the averaged data.
Computing the best fit line through the five points, w

find that ^N2
t&}(AN2

t
)(1.860.5). This power law exponent is

consistent with the expected value of 2 that would arise,
example, from nonlinear wave–wave interactions betw
the upward and downward propagating primary wave bea

Indeed, there is evidence for nonlinear interactions
tween these two wave beams in the overlap region near
cylinder. As shown in Fig. 7~a!, along thex axis, theN2

t field
varies with double the frequency of oscillation of the cyli
der. This occurs contrary to linear theory, which predicts p
fect destructive interference.

Other than wave–wave interactions, another nonlin
mechanism presents itself: the source of the secondary w
beams may be due to interactions between the primary w
beam and the~oscillating! viscous boundary layer surround
ing the cylinder. In support of this hypothesis, we note t

FIG. 13. ~a! Normalized amplitudêN2
t&/AN2

t
versus radial distancer from

the center of an elliptical cylinder, withm52, oscillating with relative fre-
quencyv/N50.25 and with amplitudeA50.178~dotted line!, 0.213~short-
dashed line!, 0.249~long-dashed line!, 0.284~dash–dotted line!, and 0.320
~solid line!. Amplitudes are determined along the two rays shown in Fig.
The log–log plot in~b! shows the corresponding unnormalized amplitud
averaged over 20<r<25 cm and plotted versusAN2

t
.
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the secondary beams appear to radiate along rays eman
from the cylinder and not from the overlap region. Furth
more, the amplitude of the secondary beams near the cy
der appears peaked on either side of the centerline of
beam@e.g., see Figs. 12~a! and 12~b!#. This structure is simi-
lar to that of the primary beams near the cylinder. Finally,
fully nonlinear numerical simulations of large amplitude i
ternal waves excited by an oscillating elliptical patch
fluid, secondary wave beams are not generated. It is belie
this is because viscous boundary layers are absent in
simulations.

These observations motivate a theoretical and numer
investigation of internal waves generated by a solid oscil
ing cylinder that include the development of viscous boun
ary layers. Such research, however, is beyond the scop
the present work.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Using time series analyses of synthetic schlieren imag
we have made accurate measurements of the envelop
internal wave beams generated by a vertically oscillating
liptical cylinder and we have compared the results with e
isting theoretical predictions. The theory includes viscous
tenuation effects but ignores viscous boundary lay
surrounding the cylinder and ignores large-amplitude effe

The experiments show that theory underpredicts the
plitude of low-frequency waves and overpredicts the am
tude of high-frequency waves. In all cases the beam widt
underpredicted, and the discrepancy increases with incr
ing boundary layer thickness. Finally, the appearance of s
ondary wave beams with double the frequency of oscillat
of the cylinder have conclusively been shown to result fro
large-amplitude effects. Observations and negative res
from fully nonlinear simulations that neglect boundary laye
imply that the nonlinear dynamics involve interactions b
tween waves and boundary layers. However, more rese
is necessary to test this hypothesis.

APPENDIX: ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS

Here the far-field power law behavior of the wav
beam’s amplitude along its centerline is diagnosed.

From ~6!, the streamfunction along the centerline of t
right- and upward-propagating wave beam is

cus50}E
0

` J1~k!

k
exp~2k3d! dk, ~A1!

whered5l r /c.
Through differentiation of~6! with respect tos, the

asymptotic behavior of dynamical fields of interest can
deduced. For convenience, we define

f ~d;p!5E
0

`

J1~k!kp21 exp~2k3d! dk. ~A2!

Then, for larged, the along-beam velocity is proportional t
f (d,1) andN2

tus50} f (d,2).
Standard asymptotic analyses~i.e., Watson’s Lemma24!

give, for p.21,

.
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f ~d;p!;
1

6
d2 ~p11!/3(

n50

` ~21!nGS p1112n

3 D
22nn! ~n11!!

d2 2n/3.

~A3!

To leading order the far field along-beam velocity is p
dicted to decrease asd22/3, consistent with the prediction o
Hurley and Keady.9 The N2

t field is predicted to decrease a
d21.
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